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Corrosion of reinforcement in concrete is anincreasingly significant problem around theworld. Infrastructure is ageing and environmentalactions adversely affect the durability andsafety of our infrastructure (bridges, powerplants, tunnels or buildings). The main cause ofdamage and premature failure of reinforced andpost-tensioned concrete structures is chlorideinduced reinforcement corrosion caused by theingress of chloride ions from sea-water or de-icingsalts. Chloride ions destroy the protective oxidefilms on the reinforcement and in presence ofhumidity and oxygen localised corrosion attacksdevelop, leading to a dangerous loss of cross-section (figure 1). These localised attacks do notmanifest at the surface by cracking or spallingbecause no rust is formed [1]. 
AGE OF INFRASTRUCTUREDetailed statistical information on the age ofinfrastructure is rare. Highway bridges inSwitzerland were built mainly in the years 1965to 1975 (figure 2), thus these structures todayhave reached an age of 40 to 50 years. From theNetherlands it is known that about 10% of all thebridges need substantial repair after 50 years ofservice life. Thus it can be concluded that the aginginfrastructure is one of the most serious problemsfaced by society today. Great efforts will beneeded in future to maintain the infrastructure. 

COST OF CORROSIONA detailed study on the cost of corrosion inindustry (figure 2) was conducted by NACE in1998 for the USA [2]. Infrastructure in the NACEstudy was divided into the following sectors:highway bridges, gas and liquid transmissionpipelines, waterways and ports, hazardousmaterials storage, airports, and railroads. The total annual direct cost in the category“infrastructure” was estimated to be $22.6bn. From the approximately 583,000 highwaybridges in the U.S. about 15% are structurallydeficient because of corroded steel and steelreinforcement. Annual direct cost estimates total$8.3bn, including $3.8bn to replace deficientbridges over the next 10 years, $2bn for mainte-nance and capital costs for concrete bridgedecks and $2bn for their concrete substructures,and $0.5bn for maintenance painting of steelbridges. Indirect costs to the user, such as trafficdelays and lost productivity, were estimated tobe as high as 10 times that of direct corrosioncosts. Today, it is estimated that the numbers inthe NACE corrosion study in 1998 approximatelycan be doubled [3]. More detailed information on the age distributionof bridges and the costs for repair and mainte-nance are reported for Switzerland. The Swiss
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National Highway system has a very highnetwork complexity: from the total length about10% are ramps, 12% tunnels and 15% bridges(about 3350 individual objects). From thedetailed distribution of the age of the bridges(Figure 3) it can be seen that a great part ofbridges were built between 1965 and 1975,today their age is between 40 and 50 years. Thisindicates that compared to the past only a fewnew bridges are constructed and the existingstock becomes older. In Switzerland detailed

costs are reported for repair and maintenanceof the national highway system (figure 4), [4]showing an increase from 249 Mio (1995) to 768Mio (2010). While corrosion of the reinforcingsteel might not be the sole cause of all repairwork, it is a significant contributor [4]. Repaircosts per square meter bridge deck are reportedto be 1200-1800 sFr. For other European countries the numbers might be similar. 
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THE IMPORTANCE OF INSPECTIONExisting concrete infrastructure is aging, whilebeing exposed to aggressive influences, whichincreases the occurrence of corrosion anddamage over time. Today, as much of the aginginfra structure reaches the end of its designedlifetime, the emphasis is on maintaining andextending the life of these valuable assets,becoming the main tasks of bridge managementoperation. Inspections are part of the (bridge) manage mentoperation, assuming that signs of deterioration willbe detected and proper follow-up can be taken

before damage is too large. Regular inspectionstoday are relying solely on visual inspection withthe risk that damage, especially chloride inducedlocalised corrosion (figure 1), will be detectedonly at a very late stage when maintenancealready has become very expensive.As corrosion is an electrochemical process,electrochemical techniques are especially wellsuited to assess the corrosion state of the reinforcement and to locate corrosion sites.Half-cell potential mapping is a widely recognisedand standardised non-destructive method forassessing the corrosion state of reinforcement
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in concrete structures [6]. A reference electrode,also in the form of a wheel electrode has to beput on the concrete surface (figure 5). A RILEMrecommendation was published [5] where theexperience with potential mapping was incorporated. Several national guidelinesdescribe the procedure and inter pretation ofhalf-cell potential measurements. Half-cell potential maps allow locating areasof corroding reinforcement, being the mostnegative zones in the potential field. As an earlywarning system, corrosion is detected longbefore it becomes visible at the concrete surface.

The main problem in practice is that most of thereinforced concrete surfaces are not or onlywith costly scaffolding accessible for this typeof inspection. The climbing corrosion detectionrobot (figure 6) developed by ETH Zurich [7, 8]can overcome this difficulty. With its Vortexsystem it can adhere on virtually any concretesurface in any inclination and with the half-cellpotential sensor the corrosion state of thereinforcement can be mapped. Corroding areascan be located precisely long before becomingvisible at the concrete surface. 



BUILT TO BE MONITORED – ELECTRICALLY
ISOLATED POST-TENSIONING TENDONSNew reinforced and post-tensioned concretestructures are still built worldwide. In all thesestructures such as bridges, power plants, towersetc. tendons containing the high-strength steelsare structural elements contributing decisivelyto the serviceability, safety and durability ofpre-stressed concrete structures (figure 7a).Chloride containing water penetrating into theducts is the major cause of corrosion of thepre-stressing steel (figure 7b) ducts. Until nowno non-destructive technique exists that canreliably assess the condition of a tendon withmetallic duct. Thus bridge engineers and owners

do not know the corrosion state of the mostimportant structural elements – with sometimescatastrophic collapses.To overcome this problem industry hasdeveloped new tight plastic ducts for bondedpost-tensioning tendons (figure 8) that greatlyimprove corrosion protection of the steel [9].Together with electrically isolated anchorages(figure 9), EIT tendons that are protected againstcorrosion and are easy to monitor can beachieved. Thus for any individual tendon in astructure the degree of corrosion protection ofthe high-strength steel can be assessed by simplenon-destructive measurements at any time(figure 10). This allows a long-term monitoring
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of every individual tendon; a decrease of theresistance indicates the ingress of water (andchlorides) at a defect of the duct – long beforedamage has occurred. Our group has performed several researchprojects [10] to develop the NDT technique in thelaboratory and on-site since long time. ETHZurich, the Institute for Building Materials, wasactively involved in preparing the guideline of theSwiss Federal Highway Administration “Measuresto ensure the durability of post-tensioningtendons” [11]. This guideline has been adaptedby fib (federation international du béton) [12]and the technology of EIT is increasingly usedworldwide. 
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